We present the VI photometric maps of the Galactic bulge. They contain VI photometry and astrometry of about 30 million stars from 49 fields of 0.225 square degree each in the Galactic center region. The data were collected during the second phase of the OGLE microlensing project. We discuss the accuracy of data and present color-magnitude diagrams of selected fields observed by OGLE in the Galactic bulge.
Introduction
Natural by-products of large microlensing surveys are huge photometric databases containing photometry of millions of stars from extremely interesting regions of the sky like the Galactic bulge, Galactic disk or Magellanic Clouds. These data may be used for many projects unrelated directly to microlensing. Long time baselines and very good accuracy of photometric data collected with modern CCD detectors make them a gold mine for stellar studies in both variable and non-variable domains. The list of possible projects is long and actually not limited to star research (Dobrzycki et al. 2002 , Eyer 2002 .
The data collected during the second phase of the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE-II, Udalski, Kubiak and Szymański 1997) are particularly attractive for many projects requiring precise photometry. Among the other datasets collected during the microlensing searches, only the OGLE photometry was obtained with the standard BVI filters what makes it very well suited for many astronomical projects. Also, very good astronomical site where the OGLE project has been conducted -the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile, made it possible to achieve the best resolution what is crucial in the very dense stellar fields like the Galactic bulge or Magellanic Clouds.
In the previous papers of the series the OGLE project released the photometric maps of the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (Udalski et al. 1998 which contained the mean BVI photometry and astrometry of more than 7 million and 2 million stars from the central parts of the LMC and SMC, respectively. These maps have been widely used by many astronomers worldwide for many projects (e.g., Zaritsky et al. 2002 , Edge and Coe 2002 , Cordier et al. 2002 , Subramaniam and Anupama 2002 , Dobrzycki et al. 2002 , Eyer 2002 and many more).
In this paper, which is a continuation of the series, we release "The OGLE VI Maps of the Galactic Bulge". The maps contain the mean VI photometry and astrometry of about 30 million stars from the fields covering about 11 square degrees in different parts of the Galactic center region.
Because of potentially great impact on many astrophysical fields, in particular for studying poorly observed stellar populations toward the Galactic bulge, the OGLE policy is to make the photometric data available to the wide astronomical community. Similarly to our previous maps, the maps of the Galactic bulge are also available from the OGLE Internet archive. Details are provided in the last Section of this paper.
Observations
Observations presented in this paper were collected during the second phase of the OGLE microlensing search with the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile. The observatory is operated by the Carnegie Institution of Washington. The telescope was equipped with the "first generation" camera with a SITe 2048 × 2048 CCD detector working in drift-scan mode. The pixel size was 24 µm giving the 0.417 arcsec/pixel scale. Observations were performed in the "medium" reading mode of the CCD detector with the gain 7.1 e − /ADU and readout noise of about 6.3 e − . Details of the instrumentation setup can be found in Udalski, Kubiak and Szymański (1997) .
Forty nine driftscan fields covering about 11 square degrees were monitored regularly (practically on every clear night) in the observing seasons 1997-2000. Each of the fields covers 14.2×57 arcmin on the sky. Table 1 lists the equatorial coordinates of the center of each field and field acronym. Positions of some fields overlap by about one arcmin for testing purposes. The driftscan fields were selected to sample wide range (−12
• < l < 12 • ) of the Galactic bulge regions. They were located typically in the strip of lower interstellar extinction below the Galactic equator at b ≈ −3
• in the areas of the highest stellar density. At positive galactic latitude low extinction windows are rare so only a few fields where the stellar density is high enough for microlensing search were selected. Fig. 1 • 36 −3.
• 25 Fig. 1 . OGLE-II fields in the Galactic bulge.
Regular observations of the Galactic bulge fields started on March 23, 1997 and continued up to November 23, 2000. Observations of three fields BUL SC47, BUL SC48 and BUL SC49 began one year later in 1998 observing season. Two fields, namely BUL SC45 and BUL SC46 were observed less frequently mainly to maintain phasing of variable stars discovered in these fields during the OGLE-I phase. Photometry of part of BUL SC45 field, based on much smaller observational material has already been presented in Paczyński et al. (1999) .
Observations were obtained with the standard VI filters closely reproducing the standard system (Section 3). Due to the microlensing search observing strategy, the vast majority of observations were obtained through the I-band filter (150-570 per field) while much smaller number of frames in the V-band were collected (5-18). The effective exposure time was 87 and 124 seconds, for the I and V-band, respectively. After August 14, 1998 (HJD=2451040) the exposure time for the I-band was increased to 99.3 seconds.
More than 16 000 images (about 540 GB of raw data) of the Galactic bulge fields were collected during the OGLE-II phase of the OGLE survey. Because of high stellar density of the fields, observations were only conducted during the nights with good seeing conditions. The median seeing of the entire data set is about 1.25 arcsec. Observations were usually suspended when the seeing exceeded 1.6-1.8 arcsec.
Data Reduction and Calibration
All collected frames were reduced using the standard OGLE data pipeline in the identical manner as the SMC and LMC data (Udalski et al. 1998 . The data pipeline is described in detail in Udalski et al. (1998) .
To summarize, after de-biasing and flat-fielding, photometry of objects was derived using the DoPhot photometry program (Schechter, Saha and Mateo 1993) running in the fixed position mode on sixty four 512 × 512 pixel subframes. The driftscan image (2048 × 8192 pixels) was first matched with the so called "template" image, i.e., the image with very good angular resolution (obtained at very good seeing conditions) and then divided into subframes. Photometry of each subframe was tied to the photometry of the template subframe by adding the mean shift derived usually from several hundreds bright stars. Thus, photometry of the template image defines the instrumental system. Objects detected in the template image for the V-band were first matched with the I-band template image objects of a given field so the star numbering was the same in all bands making the data handling much easier. Due to small shifts of the V template images in respect to the I-band image not all stars detected in the I-band image have V photometry.
To determine transformations of the instrumental photometry to the standard system, several Landolt (1992) standard fields were observed on about 250 photometric nights during the OGLE-II observations. Based on thousands observations of standard stars in Landolt (1992) fields located all over the sky and covering large range of colors (−0.2 mag < V − I < 2 mag), the following average transformations were derived:
(1)
The typical residuals of calculated minus observed magnitudes of standard stars did not exceed 0.03 mag. Observations of standard stars indicate that the instrumental system was extremely stable during the period of observations and the standard system magnitudes could be derived with good accuracy (0.02 − 0.04 mag) even during the photometric nights when no standard stars were observed.
Transformation of the instrumental magnitudes to the standard system was performed in the following steps. First, the aperture corrections were determined on each of the 64 subframes. They were derived from aperture photometry of typically 20-100 stars per subframe measured in images with faint stars subtracted. Then the total correction consisting of the aperture correction, zero point of transformation, extinction correction and normalization to 1 sec exposure time was obtained. The total corrections were derived independently for about 5 and 30-40 photometric nights for the V and I-band, respectively. Typical standard deviation of the total correction in each of the 64 subframes was of about 0.02-0.03 mag. The mean values of the total correction were subsequently used for the construction of photometric databases (Szymański and Udalski 1993 , Udalski et al. 1998 for the V and I-band. The databases contain entire photometry of all objects in a given OGLE field in the system very close to the standard one -only the color term (Eq. 1) is not included.
Equatorial coordinates of objects detected in the OGLE fields were determined in the identical manner as described in Udalski et al. (1998) . Objects in the OGLE-II frames were cross-identified with the objects detected in the Digitized Sky Survey images, and the transformation between the OGLE pixel grid and (RA,DEC) coordinates in the DSS coordinate system was derived. About 2000-14000 stars were used for transformation depending on the stellar density in the field. The internal accuracy of the determined equatorial coordinates, as measured in the overlapping regions of neighboring fields is about 0.15-0.20 arcsec. However we remind that the systematic error of the DSS coordinate system may reach 0.7 arcsec.
Accuracy of Transformation
As we mentioned in the previous Section the OGLE instrumental photometric data were tied to the standard Landolt (1992) system. While the derived transformations (Eq. 1) indicate close approximation of the Landolt's system it should be noted that the color range of observed standard stars was limited to V − I < 2 mag. For redder stars the transformations become extrapolation and are prone to systematic errors. While such systematic effects were negligible in the case of the OGLE-II maps of the Magellanic Clouds, because the vast majority of stars were bluer than V − I ≈ 2 mag the situation is different in the Galactic bulge case. Many Galactic bulge fields are severely reddened due to large interstellar extinction toward the Galactic center and in some of the fields even more than 50% stars have V − I > 2 mag.
One of the main source of systematic errors could be different transmission of the OGLE filters compared to the standard system definition. While the V-band filter is a standard combo of Schott glass filters used to reproduce the V-band with CCD detectors (Bessell 1990 ) and it should not introduce any significant systematic errors, the I-band filter is our main concern. OGLE-II used 4-mm RG9 Schott glass filter for I-filter approximation which is an alternative to the usually used interference filters (Bessell 1990 ). The glass filter replacement has wider long-wavelength wing, that is defined by CCD detector sensitivity, contrary to the much sharper drop of transmission at about 9000Å of the standard I pass-band defined either by interference filter or by fall of sensitivity of photomultipliers originally used for definition of the I-band (Bessell 1990 , Landolt 1992 . Although this excess of red-side sensitivity of glass filter is rapidly falling with wavelength it can cause some non-linearities in transformations to the standard system, especially for very red objects or highly reddened by in-terstellar extinction regular stars. The latter are quite common in the Galactic bulge.
Moreover, the excess of the red sensitivity of OGLE-II filter can be affected by atmospheric transmission. In the range of 9000-9900Å the atmospheric transmission is reduced by telluric absorption bands. The amount of telluric absorption varies with the zenith distance and the amount of precipitable water vapor. This effect makes the OGLE-II filter closer to the standard one, but on the other hand, more sensitive to atmospheric conditions. Fortunately, at very good observing site like Las Campanas Observatory the atmospheric conditions are very stable in long term scale and the large number of photometric nights when calibrations were performed averages atmospheric condition fluctuations.
Ideally, one should determine differences between the OGLE-II and standard I-band filters by observing large number of red color standards. Unfortunately, the number of red standards is very limited and it is practically impossible to calibrate reliably the filters up to V − I ≈ 4 mag. In practice, the reddest stars in the Landolt's (1992) standard fields observed by OGLE-II reached only V − I ≈ 2 mag. Therefore to estimate the possible systematic errors for very red stars we calculated and compared expected I-band magnitudes for OGLE-II and standard filters using models of atmospheres by Kurucz (1993) .
First, we derived the OGLE-II I-filter transmission curve using Schott glass filter catalog data and OGLE-II CCD detector quantum efficiency curve from manufacturer data sheet. It is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2 with the transmission curve of the standard I-band filter as defined by Landolt (1992) . We assumed full atmospheric transmission, so our further results are an upper limit of possible filter differences. As we mentioned above telluric absorption makes the filter transmissions more similar. It is known that both -the filter transmission and CCD sensitivity -can vary by a few percent from the catalog data. Therefore we additionally performed further calculations for transmission different by 5% from that shown in Fig. 2 . In both cases results were practically identical.
We selected a typical red clump giant star for modeling. Such a star has V − I ≈ 1.0 mag i.e., its color is more or less in the middle of the range calibrated by standards (V − I < 2 mag). We took the Kurucz's model of atmosphere of a giant with metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.2 (typical for Galactic bulge), log g = 2.00 and T eff = 4500 K -typical red clump giant values. We used somewhat modified cousins.for program from the Kurucz's archive to determine the I-band magnitudes for such a giant star for OGLE-II and standard Landolt's I-band filter. Then we repeated calculations making the star redder by introducing the interstellar extinction obeying standard extinction law with R V = 3.1 (Cardelli, Clayton and Mathis 1989) . Calculations were performed up to very high reddening values of E(B − V ) = 3.0 mag. The OGLE-II filter results were then transformed to the Landolt's system using our empirical transformations given by Eq. (1).
Lower panel of with Eq. (1) transformations and magnitudes obtained for the Landolt's passband. As we expected, in the range covered by standard stars (V − I < 2 mag) consistency of both magnitudes is very good at 0.03 mag level. However, for redder objects there is a systematic trend giving brighter I-band magnitudes (and redder V − I colors) for the OGLE-II filter. This effect may reach 0.25 mag at very red V − I > 4 mag stars and it is fully understandable, as for redder stars the red excess of the OGLE-II filter transmission is not fully compensated by linear transformation (Eq. 1) based on much bluer stars. In practice, the differences presented in the lower panel of Fig. 2 are likely to be an upper limit of possible discrepancy between the OGLE-II and Landolt's standard system. For instance, it is likely that due to telluric absorption the real discrepancy is smaller. Because we are not able to determine precise empirical transformation to the Landolt system in the entire range of observed colors in the Galactic bulge, we leave the data transformed with Eq. (1). The reader should be, however, aware that for very red stars (V − I > 2 mag) the magnitudes presented in the OGLE-II maps of the Galactic bulge can differ from the Landolt's system values even as much as presented in Fig. 2 .
VI Maps of the Galactic Bulge
The VI maps of the Galactic bulge were constructed using the photometric databases of each field. First, the mean magnitudes of each object were calculated with 5σ clipping alghoritm. Then, we corrected the magnitudes for a small systematic error, caused by non-perfect flat-fielding at the edges of the field. This effect was first noticed by Dr. D.S. Graff (Ohio State University), and it was precisely mapped based on observations of hundreds of standard stars. Finally, the color corrections (Eq. 1) were derived and added. Only objects with more than 50 good observations (see Udalski et al. 1998) in the I-band were included in the final maps of the Galactic bulge. The errors of zero points of photometry should not exceed 0.04 mag. Table 2 lists the total number of objects in the OGLE-II maps of the Galactic bulge fields. Table 3 presents the sample data from the map of the BUL SC1 field. In the consecutive columns the following data are provided: star ID number, equatorial coordinates, (X, Y ) coordinates in the I-band template image, photometry: V, (V − I), I, number of observations, number of rejected observations and standard deviation for the VI-bands, respectively. In the electronic version we additionally provide the FITS template images for easy object identification. Maps of all Galactic bulge fields are available electronically from the OGLE Internet archive (see Section 8).
It is worth noting that although the maps contain only the mean photometry of detected stars they can also be used for discrimination of variable stars. Large standard deviation of I-band magnitudes usually indicates stellar variability. It should be also noted that the preliminary catalog of about 200 000 variable stars found in the OGLE-II Galactic bulge fields has already been released (Woźniak et al. 2002;  it is also available from the OGLE Internet archive). The maps can be used for more accurate calibration of light curves from that catalog. As the numbering of objects is different in both catalogs, cross-identification can be done by comparison of pixel or equatorial coordinates (the pixel coordinates system is the same in both catalogs).
Sample of data from the VI map of the field BUL SC1 and 4 present differences of magnitudes for stars with magnitudes brighter than I = 17 mag and V = 19 mag, plotted as a function of line number for three fields of different stellar density. The average difference of magnitudes is typically below 0.01 mag indicating good consistency of the calibration procedure. The typical sigma of the Gaussian fitted to the histogram of differences of magnitudes is about 0.025 mag for both, the V and I-band.
Completeness
To estimate the completeness of detection of stars in the OGLE fields we performed similar set of tests as in the case of the SMC and LMC maps. For details the reader is referred to Udalski et al. (1998) . In short, we selected a 512 × 512 pixel subframe of the tested field and added artificial stars in random locations. Their magnitude distribution is provided in the first column of Table 4 . The subframe was then reduced by the standard reduction procedure and completeness of recovering the artificial stars was studied. One hundred such tests were performed for each subframe. Table 4 presents results of these tests for three fields of different stellar density for I-band. As can be seen the completeness is high down to stars as faint as I ≈ 18.0 mag. For fainter stars it gradually drops. The completeness is also a strong function of stellar density of the field.
Color-Magnitude Diagrams
Figs. 7-13 show I vs. (V − I) color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of selected Galactic bulge fields. We present these diagrams to illustrate quality of data and potential usefulness of the OGLE-II maps for studying properties of the Galactic bulge populations. Only part of stars (i.e., about 10-30% of the total number, depending on the field) from each field are plotted in these figures for clarity.
The CMDs in Figs. 7-13 clearly show the most characteristic features of stellar populations toward the Galactic center regions: the main sequence of disk stars (long almost vertical strip at blue side of the CMD), Galactic bulge red giant branch (vertical strip at red part of the CMD) with prominent red clump, Galactic bulge main sequence turn-off part etc.
Figs. 7-13 also show how severely the interstellar extinction affects the diagrams. In Fig. 7 CMDs of two fields located closest (about 1.
• 25) to the Galactic center are plotted. In BUL SC44 field the interstellar extinction is so high that only the main sequence of disk stars is visible. In BUL SC5, located somewhat farther from the center, the Galactic bulge red giant branch with highly elongated red clump becomes visible, but their large parts are still below the detection limit. Fig. 8 presents CMDs of two fields located about 1.
• 8 from the Galactic center (BUL SC37 and BUL SC3). The interstellar extinction is much smaller than in the fields in Fig. 7 but it still changes significantly across the fields so the Galactic bulge red giant branch and red clump are severely smeared. In Fig. 9 CMDs of two additional fields from this group (BUL SC4 and BUL SC39) are shown. As the fields are farther from the Galactic center, the interstellar extinction becomes smaller and more uniform, although the variations across the fields are still significant. Fig. 10 presents CMDs of two fields located about 3.
• 2 from the center. The fields (in particular BUL SC22) cover regions with patches of higher extinction what again smears the red giant branch and red clump. CMD of BUL SC43 field located at positive galactic latitude indicates as well high and non-uniform extinction on that side of the bulge while that of BUL SC6 field located farther at negative latitudes shows much smaller and very uniform extinction (Fig. 11) . Fig. 12 presents CMDs of two fields located in the Baade's window. Extinction in BUL SC1 is much more uniform than in BUL SC45. Finally, in Fig. 13 we plot CMDs of two fields (BUL SC2 and BUL SC26) located much further from the Galactic center in the regions of relatively small and uniform interstellar extinction.
Data Availability
The VI maps of the Galactic bulge are available to the astronomical community in the electronic form from the OGLE archive: Also I-band FITS template images of the OGLE-II fields are included. Total volume of the compressed data is equal to about 1.8 GB. Usage of the data is allowed under the condition of acknowledgment to the OGLE project with a reference to this paper.
We provide these data in the most original form to avoid any additional biases. For instance we do not mask bright stars which often produce many artifacts, but such a masking could potentially remove some interesting information on objects located close to them. We also do not remove objects which are located in overlapping areas between the neighboring fields. Cross-identification of these objects can be easily done based on provided equatorial coordinates. 
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